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Abstract

We consider the possibility that the quark condensate formed by QCD confinement generates Majorana neutrino massesmν via dimension seven
operators. No degrees of freedom beyond the Standard Model are necessary, below the electroweak scale. Obtaining experimentall
neutrino masses requires the new physics scaleΛ ∼ TeV, providing a new motivation for weak-scale discoveries at the LHC. We implemen
mechanism using aZ3 symmetry which leads to a massless up quark above the QCD chiral condensate scale. We use non-helicity-s
light meson rare decay data to constrainΛ. Experimental constraints place a mild hierarchy on the flavor structure of dimension seven op
and the resulting neutrino mass matrix.
 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.Open access under CC BY license.
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Non-zero neutrino massesmν provide the simplest and mo
robust explanation of neutrino oscillation data from a mu
tude of experiments. However, generically, models of neut
mass require physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) e
far above or well-below the electroweak scalemW ∼ 100 GeV.
Most of these models are based on the seesaw mechanis[1],
in which Majorana mass terms of the orderΛS ∼ 1014 GeV for
the right-handed neutrinos are present in addition to the u
electroweak Dirac mass terms, such that the tiny values omν

are obtained from the ratiom2
W/ΛS .

Recently, classes of models have been proposed in w
neutrino masses arise from higher-dimensional operators
pressed by lower scalesΛ � ΛS (e.g. Λ ∼ 10 TeV) [2–4].
A key ingredient is the inclusion of new physics in the infrar
typically well-below 1 GeV. The new IR sector gives rise
novel astrophysical signatures that have been recently stu
[5,6].

Given the typical scales involved in this class of models,
interesting to consider using the natural SM electroweak s
Λ ∼ TeV and the scaleΛχ ∼ 100 MeV of chiral symmetry
breaking in quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD) to generatemν
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of O(0.1) eV. In what follows, we explore this possibility an
outline the requirements that yield a consistent scenario.

We first note that this general framework has also been
sidered by Ref.[7], using a similar line of reasoning and bas
on new globalU(1) symmetries. Although we share the gene
features of the scenarios put forward in Ref.[7], we construct
a simple model that satisfies the necessary requirements
new Z3 discrete symmetry. We also consider additional c
straints on these models from meson decay data, not consi
in Ref. [7], which lead to stronger bounds on the scale of n
physicsΛ. If the active neutrinos have Majorana masses,
new degrees of freedom beyond the minimal SM are requ
below the electroweak scale.

This scenario predicts that the mass of the up quark is
above the scale of chiral symmetry breaking in QCD. We w
later comment on the consistency of a massless up qua
light of the recent lattice results[8,9] and its implications for
the strong CP problem.

Let us begin by outlining our theoretical framework. In
effective theory belowΛ ∼ TeV, suppression of lepton numb
violation, and hence Majorana neutrino masses, requires
we forbid the dimension 5 operator1

1 We assumeO(1) coefficients for operators in our discussion, unless oth
wise specified.
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(1)OH ∼ (HL)(HL)

Λ
,

where generation indices are suppressed. Given this ass
tion, a simple way to do this is to impose a discreteZ3 sym-
metry[4], under which the lepton doubletL has charge+1 and
the Higgs doubletH is neutral.

At this point, we would like to make a comment regardi
the nature of the scaleΛ. In our work, we will only assume
that Λ is a scale of new physics and not necessarily a cu
scale where quantum gravity effects appear. Thus, we do
expect a breakdown of all global symmetries at or aboveΛ.
However, ifΛ is treated as a cutoff scale, then one must imp
additional symmetries to suppress baryon number violation
other experimentally forbidden processes, as well[4].

The SM fermions get their mass from Yukawa interactio
of the form

(2)OY ∼ Hf̄LfR,

which couple the left- and the right-handed fermionsfL and
fR , respectively. We assignZ3 charge+1 to all right-handed
charged lepton fieldsei

R , i = 1,2,3, in the SM, so that the
Yukawa interactions(2) are allowed for them.

Schematically, we are interested in generating Major
massesmν ∼ 0.1 eV from the dimension-7 operatorOq of the
form2

(3)OM
q ∼ [(Q̄LqR) · L](HL)

Λ3
,

in which QL is a left-handed quark doublet andqR is a right-
handed up-type quark. The combinationQ̄LqR is a2̄ of SU(2)L
and has U(1)Y hypercharge+1/2. We must arrange forOM

q to
beZ3 neutral if it is to be allowed in our theory. A simple wa
to achieve this is to endowqR with Z3 charge+1. However,
this will forbid writing down the Yukawa term(2) for qR and
hence this quark remains massless at scaleΛ. Since the lightes
quark in the SM is the up quark, we will hereafter assume
qR = uR and thus the up quark remains massless at the c
scale:mu(Λ) = 0.

So far, we have succeeded in forbiddingOH in Eq. (1) and
allowing the operator

(4)OM
u = yijk

[(Q̄i
LuR) · Lj ](HLk)

Λ3
,

where yijk ∼ 1. As a result of QCD confinement, the lig
quarks (u, d) in the SM form a condensate that breaks
global SU(2)L × SU(2)R chiral symmetry of strong interac
tions. In particular,〈ūLuR〉 �= 0, which implies that below the
electroweak scale, Eq.(4) contains a term

(5)OM
νν = y1jk

[〈ūLuR〉〈H 〉]
Λ3

νj νk.

2 The possibility of generating Dirac masses via the quark condensate

considered in Refs.[7,10], using an operator of the formOD
q ∼ (Q̄LqR) ·

LN/Λ2, whereN is a sterile neutrino. This possibility leads to overcooli
of Supernova 1987A, unlessΛ � 10 TeV, leading tomν < 5 × 10−2 eV [7],
which is disfavored by current neutrino data. Given that introducing sterile
ticles is a departure from minimal model building in any case, we concen
on Majorana masses in our work.
p-
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We thus require

(6)mν ∼ 〈ūLuR〉〈H 〉
Λ3

.

For 〈ūLuR〉 � (200 MeV)3, 〈H 〉 ≡ v/
√

2 � 174 GeV, as re-

quired by the SM, andmν =
√

�m2
atm � 0.06 eV, we get

Λ � 3 TeV. Since established data only allow small variati
in the 3 input parameters that setΛ, our prediction for the scal
of new physics is unambiguous.

We saw that our simple construct forbids the usual
quark mass term, and hence this mechanism appears to re
mu(Λ) = 0. A massless up quark has long been invoked
possible resolution of the strong CP problem. This is beca
the CP violating angleθ in the QCD Lagrangian is only define
up to the phase of the quark-mass-matrix determinant. W
zero eigenvalue, the phase becomes undefined and theθ -angle
can be rotated away. However, recent lattice QCD calculat
[8,9] seem to show that the up quark is not massless, in ap
ent conflict with our construct. Next, we will argue that this
not necessarily the case.

What has been shown by lattice calculations is that
ting mu = 0 at a scale of orderΛQCD ∼ 100 MeV cannot be
compensated by a contribution from the next to leading
der chiral Lagrangian. This contribution was shown by Kap
and Manohar[11] to induce an effective up quark mass a
originates in a redundancy of the chiral Lagrangian formu
tion [12]. Nonetheless, there is an additive non-perturba
contribution tomu [12], due to QCD instantons, that gene
atemu �= 0 atΛQCD, even if we setmu = 0 at the cutoff scale
Λ ∼ 1 TeV. This contribution has a form similar to that of t
Kaplan–Manohar ambiguity, but is physically of a different o
gin [12,13]. Therefore, we hold that the requirementmu(Λ) = 0
is not necessarily in conflict with the lattice results.

Here, we would like to add that the operator in Eq.(4) con-
tributes to the up-quark mass at 1-loop level.3 The size of this
contribution can be estimated and is of orderδmu ∼ 〈H 〉mν/Λ.
In this estimate, we have usedmνΛ

2 as the size of the neu
trino loop. Theθ -angle in QCD is constrained by the ele
tric dipole moment (EDM) of the neutron which is propo
tional tomu [14,15]. Since the contributionδmu is suppressed
by ∼ 10−8–10−10 compared to the usual value ofmu ∼ 1 MeV,
the neutron experimental EDM bound does not require a sig
icant fine-tuningθ and hence the strong CP problem is resol
for all practical purposes. Note that the much larger instan
generated mass of order 100 MeV, mentioned above, is a
contribution to the non-perturbative renormalization of the li
quark masses and does not affect the resolution of the stron
problem[13].

We now examine the quantum stability of theZ3 symmetry
we have employed in the above framework. To this end,
inquire whether this symmetry is anomaly-free in the SM. T
fermions that are charged underZ3 areLi , ei

R , anduR . As both
the number of leptonic generations and the number of Q
colors are equal to 3, all triangle anomalies related to SU(2)L,

3 We thank C. Thorn for pointing out this feature.
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U(1)Y , and gravity are zeromod 3. The only anomaly is from
the triangle with two SU(3)c gluons and oneZ3 vertex, since
only uR hasZ3 charge.

We see that theZ3 symmetry is not exact at the quantu
level and cannot be imposed as agauge symmetry at scaleΛ.
In principle, the anomaly can be canceled by introducing n
fermions near the cutoff scale. This possibility will lead to t
presence of new massless SU(3)c charged fermions in the the
ory. These fermions stay massless as long as theZ3 we have im-
posed is not broken and can only have masses of ordermν from
chiral symmetry breaking of QCD. This is in stark conflict w
nearly all experimental data. Thus, the only way to have th
fermions in our theory is to push their masses above∼100 GeV,
where they decouple from present data. However, this w
requireZ3 to be spontaneously broken at∼100 GeV, which
means thatmν would no longer be protected down toΛQCD,
negating the purpose of having this symmetry in the first pla

In our treatment, we will not attempt to resolve the issue
anomaly cancellation. In 4-d, the anomaly of ourZ3 symmetry
suggests that it must be thought of as an accidental symm
That is, like baryon number symmetry in the SM, it arises fr
gauge invariance and renormalizability of the underlying t
ory. Thus, we expect that a new gauge symmetry beyond
SM to exist above scaleΛ in a UV completion of our frame
work.

Another interesting possibility could be provided by ano
aly cancellation in extra-dimensional models. One could en
tain a scenario in which theZ3 anomaly of the “visible sector
is canceled by contributions from other fields that are lo
ized on various defects in extra dimensions. For example, a
theory with three identical 3-branes containing the same
content as our framework will have noZ3 anomaly. Depending
on the details of compactification and the underlying geom
of the extra dimensions, this scenario could result in the app
ance of collider and other high energy experimental signatu
We will not attempt to construct a UV complete theory that
duces ourZ3 at low energies; this is beyond the scope of t
work which focuses on the phenomenological implications
neutrino mass generation from QCD confinement.

The central features of the mechanism studied here are
coded in Eqs.(4) and (5): the QCD chiral-condensate and〈H 〉,
all SM ingredients, can be incorporated into an effective s
pressed mass term which yields acceptable neutrino ma
We emphasize that because this operator is exclusively
structed out of SM fields,the size of the scale where new physics
emerges is not arbitrary and must be at a few TeV. Therefore,
the above mechanism for neutrino mass generation motiv
new physics near the electroweak scale,independently of the
gauge hierarchy problem. Examples of specific scenarios
new scalars at TeV energies have been presented in Ref.[7], us-
ing a U(1) global symmetry. Consequently, we expect such n
physics, relating neutrino masses to QCD, will be accessib
the LHC.

Here, we turn to the question of experimental constra
on this mechanism. The operatorOM

u in (4) can also lead to
new decay channels for charged pseudoscalar mesons,
Qi = di :
L L
e

d
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(7)Odu =
( 〈H 〉

Λ

)
(d̄i

L, uR)ej νk

Λ2
,

where we have setyijk = 1 for simplicity and consider bound
on the effective value ofΛ, taking all the relevant coefficient
to be unity. Ref.[7] considered this possibility for the lepto
number violating decayπ+ → µ+ν̄, for which the helicity of
the µ+ has the wrong sign compared to the SM decayπ+ →
µ+ν. The total muon polarization depends on the scaleΛ as:
1− |Pµ| ∝ 1/Λ6. It was found thatΛ � 1 TeV, given the avail-
able data[7]: |Pµ| > 0.9959. One can easily verify that usin
the most recent 90% C.L. bound from PDG,|Pµ| > 0.9968,
would only provide a tiny improvement, resulting in effective
the same bound as before.

However, we can achieve much stronger bounds on the
off scale if we consider the contribution of theOdu to the partial
decay width of a light pseudoscalarPi → e+ν̄x , whereP +

i =
π+, K+, B+, for i = 1,2,3, respectively;νx is an active neu
trino. Note that the decay channels includinge± are severely
helicity suppressed in the SM. However, lepton number vio
ing decays mediated byOdu are not helicity suppressed. Th
current Particle Data Group (PDG)[16] bounds are on the SM
processesP +

i → e+νe. However, since the quantum numbe
of the final state neutrino is not measured, these bounds
strain P +

i → e+νx , whereνx is any type of neutrino. Thus
the helicity unsuppressed processes mediated byOdu will con-
tribute to the measured branching fractions Br(P +

i → e+νe).
The partial widthΓi for Pi → e+ν̄x mediated byOdu is

given by

(8)Γi = 3

(
v2

128πΛ6

)
f 2

i µ2
i mi.

In the above,mi is the mass ofP +
i , the factor 3 refers to the con

tribution of 3 diagrams corresponding to the unobserved n
trino flavors, andv = 246 GeV (〈H 〉 ≡ v/

√
2 ). We also have

µ1 = m2
π/(2m̄), with m̄ = (mu + md)/2� 5 MeV; mu andmd

are the up and down quark masses, respectively. Henceµ1 =
14mπ . For thei = 2,µ2 = m2

K/(ms + m̄), with ms � 100 MeV
the strange quark mass;µ2 � 5mK . We also getµ3 � mB ,
for the B+ meson, where theb quark massmb � mB . Thefi

are the pseudoscalar meson decay constants:f1 = 130 MeV,
f2 = 160 MeV, andf3 = 180 MeV.

From PDG[16], we have

(9)Br
(
π+ → e+νe

) = (1.230± 0.004) × 10−4,

(10)Br
(
K+ → e+νe

) = (1.55± 0.07) × 10−5,

and

(11)Br
(
B+ → e+νe

)
< 1.5× 10−5 (90% C.L.).

We require that the contribution to the above branching f
tions from Eq.(8) is smaller than the 1-σ uncertainty on the
measured branching fraction, or smaller than the bound, in
case ofB+. The following bounds

(12)Λ > 8.6,9.8,2.7 TeV

are obtained for theπ+, K+, and B+, respectively. Note
that these bounds are weaker than those obtained from
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9,
(pseudo)scalar leptoquarks, which are typically ofO(100 TeV)
for O(1) coefficients[17,18]. The bounds derived here a
weaker because these operators do not interfere with
processes, which is not the case for the operators consid
in [17,18].

The strongest bound arises fromK mesons;Λ � 10 TeV.
This constraint leads to neutrino masses which are too s
to account for the observed atmospheric neutrino mass-squ
difference. However, this bound was obtained by assumin
coefficientsyijk of O(1). In practice, such coefficients shou
have an intrinsic flavor dependence. The meson decaysPi →
e+ν̄x constrain the coefficientsyi1k , with i = 1 for the pions,
i = 2 for the kaons, andi = 3 for theB mesons, while the neu
trino mass matrix involves the coefficientsy1jk (see Eq.(4)).
Therefore, the bound from theK mesons can be alleviated
there is a flavor-dependent hierarchy between thei = 1 and
i = 2 operators ofO ∼ (3 TeV/10 TeV)3 ≈ (1/30), where
3 TeV is the mass scale required for realistic neutrino ma
as derived above. However, we still have the bound from
pions, which is similar and cannot be addressed by flavor h
archy amongst the operators. To see this, note that the ope
which contributes toπ+ decay also contributes to the neutri
mass matrix up to an SU(2)L transformation, so gauge invar
ance does not allow further tuning of coefficients.

To have a consistent framework, we thus require that the
efficient y11k in Eq. (4) be suppressed at the level(3/9)3 ≈
1/30, similar to the suppression required from theK decay
data. This, given the above discussion, also leads to suppre
of neutrino mass matrix elementsM1k . Therefore, the consis
tency of our framework seems to suggest hierarchical neu
masses. Hence, we see that the meson decay data provide
guidance for constructing a UV completion of our effective t
ory at scaleΛ. Since the scale of new physics is in the T
regime, this framework could provide an interesting avenu
exploration for weak scale model building.

In conclusion, we studied the consequences of ge
ating neutrino masses from QCD confinement via high
dimensional operators. Neutrino masses are suppressed b
ratio of the QCD chiral condensate to the scale of new phy
The higher dimension operators consist only of SM fields. C
sequently, the scale of new physics cannot be larger th
few TeV, in order to generate acceptable neutrino masses.
strongly suggests that the LHC will probe the new physics
relates non-perturbative QCD dynamics and neutrino ma
We considered a model that requires a massless up quark
the QCD confinement scale. We argued that this is not nece
ily in conflict with lattice results and may resolve the strong
problem. Below the electroweak scale, the model reduces t
field content of the minimal SM. We used rare decays of li
pseudo-scalar mesons to place bounds on the effective
of new physics. The experimental constraints suggest a q
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and lepton flavor-dependentO(10−1) hierarchy among the co
efficients of the higher dimension operators. Since the neu
mass matrix is generated from these higher dimensional o
ators, a generic consistency condition for our framework
hierarchical pattern of neutrino masses and mixings.
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